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        Founded in 1987, Futura srl is a reference a qualified supplier in the field of EMI shielding, Thermal management, and Optical filters.





    
Thanks to a motivated R & D, always involved in research and development of innovative processes and materials, Futura fulfils electronic market’s needs, offering high quality and cost-effective solutions.
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Our R&D department is a key point of our activity focused on the development of new materials and innovative production process. Futura offers a wide range of solution in Electronics industry with the highest quality and low prices.

Innovation and Flexibility allow Futura to increase customers portfolio and become a reference worldwide supplier in the field of Telecommunication, Electromedical Devices, Military equipments.

Our production department can support all customer requirements: from prototypes to mass production focusing on efficiency, on time delivery, with the highest flexibility. We want to create a partnership with our customers and we offer support from project stage and after-market assistance.

Our customer service is ready for any need.
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Mission

Futura offer customers complete solutions with highest quality

Our everyday action has the aim to satisfy our customer need for a single project, from the beginning idea to production.

Our main goals:

	Support to customer R&D department with our technical knowledge and fast prototypes
	Service activity: with our top quality machineries we can satisfy every request, standard and customized
	Quality: the high quality level of our raw material and the best professional production process are our first requirement for our customers
	Production capability: Our production department is focused to allow fast prototypes and high production volumes with the best delivery times.
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